
 CLUB RECORDS 2023  
 Records created by the members of StarBase Leicester  

Updated: 18/08/2023 
 

Ever wanted to be a record breaker? Try one of our club records and take a title! We even accept digital 
entries!   
 

• Read current records and rules  

• All equipment must be commercially available and unmodified  

• Equipment must be shown to camera, entire attempt must be on camera with audio. 

• Attempts to be posted on the facebook group or sent to the captain 
   

If you have any ideas email us at info@starbaseleicester.co.uk  
 

HOW MANY ? 
 

Most records claimed/broken in a night: 4 Mathew Banes 

not including this one 
 

D20 held in a single hand: 55 Nathan H (18/08/23) 

Standard d20 held for 10 seconds  
 

Ping pong flips: Kerrin J D Tarr 133 keepie uppies (Sep 11 2019 long distance) 

Table tennis ‘keepie uppies’ using alternating sides of the (single) bat  
 

Ping pong Keepie Uppies: Luke P with 1194 

Table tennis ‘keepie uppies’  
 

Origami fish made in 10 minutes: Cara H with 4 fish 

From page 50 in the Zen doodle book  
 

Dart cup: 10 Nathan H (18/08/23) 

Bounce foam darts (nerf) into a paper cup on a table in 1 minute. Paper/plastic cup Diameter 7-7.5cm 

height 8-8.5cm, darts cannot be removed from cup unless full, darts must be taken from tub not table until 

tub is empty. Official standard darts only.   
 

Dice Cup Captain Sam with 21 D20’s stacked between cups (18/08/23) 

Place a paper cup upside down and roll D20 dice from your hand onto the cup without touching it. After 5 

dice, place another cup over the dice and repeat. If a dice falls attempt ends. Paper cup diameter 7.5cm 

height 8.5cm rim on bottom 0.5cm  
 

D4 Catch: Vipin T with 12 

Balance as many d4 dice on your elbow as possible, flick your hand down, and catch (Any drops disqualify 

attempt)  
 

D6 Dice stack: Lee C 16  

Must stand unsupported for 10 seconds. 
 

D20 Dice stack: Kat T 13 

Must stand unsupported for 10 seconds.  
 

D20 mass spinning: Captain Sam 10 

most spinning at once 
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Tallest house of Top Trumps: Gareth Norman with 6 levels 

Any width, must stand unassisted for 10 seconds No adhesive of any kind, has to be on a plain table no 

mats etc  
 

D6 Pyramid, like a pyramid shaped wall all facing the same way (5 up 6/1 front/back) 7 levels Paul B 

(18/08/23) 
 

D6 held between 2 fingers on one hand: 10 Nathan (18/08/23) 

 
 

HOW QUICK OR HOW LONG?  

 

D20 spin: Gareth N 48.57 

From when you let go of the dice until it stops. One handed or two, on a plain table no mats etc if it falls or 

hits anything, attempt invalid  
 

D20 sort: Veyl 34.47 seconds (18/08/23) 

Time to sort 20 d20 dice from tub onto table to show the number 20 (20 yellow and black). Hands start flat 

on table 
 

D6 blindfolded sort: Hannah S 37 seconds  

Fastest time to arrange 10 D6 to show the 1 while blindfolded. Start with hands flat on table. 
 

Skittles sort with chopsticks: David Croft in 53.17 seconds  

(25 - 5 of each - skittles sorted by colour into paper cups from sheet of paper 3 inch away)  

Wrong colour voids attempt, start over  
 

Skittles sort by hand: Matt B 10.5 seconds  

Same rules as with chop sticks. Wrong colour voids attempt, start over  
 

Lego sort: Emma K 27 seconds 

Sort bricks by colour with chopsticks (2x2 bricks, 5 colours) (Same rules as skittles). Wrong colour voids 

attempt 
 

Lego sort by hand: Jamie B 8.74 seconds 

(2x2 bricks, 5x5 colours) all bricks into cups from sheet of paper 3 inch away, 
 

Lego tower build: Lindsey C 30.96 seconds  

25 2x2 bricks in 5 colours built into a colour coordinated tower 
 

Lego blindfolded sort: Matt B 19.44 Seconds  

Sort plates by the number of studs. 2,3, and 4 stud plates (5 of each) start in a pile in front of challenger 

hands on table 
 

K’nex rubber band car: Adam B 5m70cm 

Furthest distance travelled in a straight line by a k’nex rubber band car  
 

Resorting a shuffled deck of cards: Lindsey C 1 minute 33seconds (June 2017) 

numbers, pictures, ace is high 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

GAMES 

 

151 Pokémon recall:  Kerrin J D Tarr  1 minute and 2 seconds 

Recall from memory all original 151 Pokémon in order. Challenger must be blindfolded and empty ears 

shown to the camera/judge 
 

Forbidden Island Set up: Goblin 1 minutes 51 seconds 

Quickest time to set up Forbidden Island as per game instructions and say “Lets play”. Pieces must start in 

the box as close to original packing as possible  
 

1 player High score Wii Play Motion UFO shooting round: Matt B (June 2017) 9540  

Include shot of screen to prove final score if digital 
 

2 players High score Wii Play Motion UFO shooting round: Matt B and Emma K 7990  

Include shot of screen to prove final score if digital 
 

Blind Mario Kart: Goblin (Driver) and Tom (Navigator) 3 minutes 44 Seconds  

Complete all 3 laps of Luigi’s Circuit blindfolded with verbal commands from a team mate  
 

Most players in a magic game: 8, Stephen M, Tanis M, Adam C, Lewis G, Gareth W, John V, Mathew B and 

Alban P (Winner) Game must end with a winner, any 60+ deck, no dropping out 
 

Shortest 2 player magic game: Ethan and Jaffa 2 min 31 sec 

Game must end with a winner, any 60+ deck, no dropping out. 
 

Shortest 4 player game of flux: Vipin, Alan S, Gareth, Emma W. 2minutes33 seconds (June 2017) 

No dropping out 
 

Shortest game of snap: Science and David (dmu) 40 seconds (July 2012) 

no dropping out 
 

Quickest 4 player (Winning) completion of forbidden Island: Tom, Goblin, Nathan L, Matt 16 minutes45s  
 

Highest space invaders score (PS2): Jaffa 3820 
 

Bubblebobble (PS2) High Score: Gareth Ward 588050  
 

Bubblebobble 2 (PS2) player combined score: Joanna and Matt 472690 
 

New Zealand story: Current record: Mathew Banes 115830 
 

1 player High score Wii Play Motion UFO shooting round: Matt B 9540  
 

Two players High score Wii Play Motion UFO shooting round: Matt B and Emma K 7990  
 

Mario Kart wii Ghost/single player completion of rainbow road: Joanna 2 minutes 50.719  
 

Fastest completion of sonic the hedgehog green hill Act 1: Goblin 29 seconds (59 rings)  

XBOX 360 
 

Fastest 2 player game of Kluster Gareth W and Mitesh M 40.50 seconds (18/08/23) 

Standard game rules, no metal on the table, string as a circle, one player must finish with zero klusters 


